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Game is a vital concept of modern philosophy. In this paper, the writer first 
looks back on the elaboration of game by some philosophers in the history. The 
theories can be divided into two categories. One is game and the freedom of art, 
which was represented by Kant and Schiller. The other is game and language, 
which was represented by Wittgenstein and Mead. The second chapter analyses 
the main features of game in the existence theory of Gadamer. Game, which is 
featured with real and serious elements, is the existing way of art. In the process 
of game, the existence of all else parts has been admitted. They attend the game 
and coordinate with one another, the audience and the players included. The 
change of the backgrounds and the continuation of the meaning in the game 
pave the way for the outcome of the coincidence theory, which is related with 
common sense and interest. Furthermore, time demonstrates the medium 
between the past and the present. The dialogue in the game originated from 
Greek wisdom, especially Plato’s wisdom. The effective history shows relative 
objectivity of the game. Finally through the explanation of the value of this 
concept, we make the meaning clear. Meanwhile, the audience and the players 
go through the enrichment of their own existence. Game appears as the bridge 
linking the modern philosophy to the post-modern philosophy. In the analyzer’s 
opinion, Gadamer’s notion was closely connected with Hegel’s. Therefore, the 
third chapter is willing to give the introduction of some Hegel’s concepts, such 
as education, dialectic negativism and time, indicating their influence on 
Gadamer both directly and indirectly. Education is the basis of the coincidence 
theory. Dialectic negativism admits the else parts and returns to itself. Time is 
the continuous chain flowing from the past, the present to the future. Then it 
comes to the main types of game, which is composed of literate, festival 
anniversary, translation art, painting, stage art and architecture. Gadamer’s 
analysis on each aspect was unique and shed light on the writer. The last chapter 
mostly consists of the idea of the researcher, showing the forgiving and open 
academic notion and deep respect to Gadamer’s philosophy.  
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